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AGENDA DATE:

March 27, 2012

TO:

Finance Committee

FROM:

Administration Division, Finance Department

SUBJECT:

City Reserve Policies

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Finance Committee hear a report from staff on possible changes to existing
policies governing reserve amounts as contained in City Council adopted Resolution No.
95-157.
DISCUSSION:
Background
In connection with its review of the Fiscal Year 2012 Recommended Budget, the Finance
Committee received a report on May 17, 2011 from staff regarding the current policies
guiding the establishment of reserves in all City operating funds. These policies were
adopted in Fiscal Year 1995 through Resolution No. 95-157 (see attachment).
At the meeting of May 17th, the Finance Committee expressed interest in reevaluating and
potentially modifying the current policies to address certain specific limitations and
shortcomings identified by Committee members, as well as any other concerns of the
Council as a whole. The Committee unanimously voted that this matter be heard by the
City Council and that Council provide general direction to staff and the Finance Committee
for improving the existing policies. The recommendation contemplated that, based on
Council’s direction, the Committee would meet as necessary to develop recommendations
that would then be forwarded back to City Council for consideration.
On July 19, 2011, staff presented the Finance Committee’s recommendation to the City
Council and, after providing some ideas and suggestions, the Council referred a more
detailed discussion back to the Committee.
At this meeting of the Finance Committee, staff will provide the Committee with a recap of
Resolution 95-157, which establishes reserve policies, and with recommended changes to
existing reserve policies based on the general direction received by Council.
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Overview of Existing Policies (Resolution No. 95-157)
Resolution No. 95-157, adopted on October 17, 1995, establishes policies for the City’s
General Fund and Enterprise Funds. In essence, it requires the establishment of four
reserve “buckets” as follows:
1. Reserve for Capital – This reserve is established to cover unexpected capital needs
and/or capital cost overruns. In the General Fund, the reserve should equal a fixed
amount of $1 million. In Enterprise Funds, it should either be 5% of net fixed assets
or the average of capital funded from operating revenues in the previous three
years.
2. Reserve for Emergencies – As the name implies, this reserve provides to respond
to emergencies, such as natural disasters, during which the City would face
increased costs immediately to respond to the emergency and also potentially see
a decline in revenues. The reserve requirement is equal to 15% of the adopted
operating budget.
3. Reserve for Future Years’ Budgets – This reserve is intended to provide funds for
meeting ongoing costs and minimizing any disruption of services during periods of
declines in operating revenues typically associated with economic downturns. The
reserve requirement is equal to 10% of the adopted operating budget.
4. Appropriated Reserve – This in an e reserve establishes an appropriated (i.e.,
budgeted) item that serves as a cushion for unexpected costs. The policy requires
that this be established for the General Fund and each of the Enterprise Funds in
an amount equal to ½ of 1 percent of the operating budget.
The rationale behind the 15% and 10% requirements for items 2 and 3 above was that this
represented, on a combined basis, 25% of operating expenditures. As such, the funds
would enable to City to potentially operate for a 3-month period (3 out of 12 months in a
year equals 25%) before running out of cash. Because these two reserves are established
as a percentage of the operating budget, each year that the budget grows, the reserve
requirements grow proportionately.
The resolution also indicates that any use of policy reserves be accompanied, when
feasible, with a plan for replenishment within a reasonable period of time.
Lastly, the policy requires that the use of reserves must be approved by a simple majority
of Council. This policy has always been adhered to, whether it was done as an
amendment to the budget during the year or in connection with the adoption of the annual
budget.
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History of Reserve Balances and Their Use
From the time Resolution No. 95-157 was adopted through fiscal year 2004, General Fund
reserves were fully funded. In fact, throughout that time, reserves exceeded the required
amount by as much as $10 million. During this time period, excess reserves created from
budgetary surpluses were used to fund General Fund capital projects, including
replacement and improvements to City facilities such as public restrooms, recreation
facilities, playground equipment and public buildings.
Due a combination of factors, both intended and unintended, General Fund reserves fell
below policy beginning in Fiscal Year 2005. One of the factors leading to the consumption
of reserves relates to the natural growth in reserve requirements as the operating budget
grows. For example, if the operating budget grows $2 million in a year, the reserve
requirements grow by $500,000 (25%), which means the General Fund would need to
generate a surplus of $500,000 in this example just to stay fully funded in its policy
reserves.
As of June 30, 2011, the General Fund reserves totaled almost $19 million, short of the
policy requirements by $5.2 million. Still, the General Fund today is in very good financial
condition and its reserves are much higher in dollar terms and as a percentage compared
to many other agencies. This is due in large part to the quick and decisive action taken by
Council to significantly cut General Fund costs over the last few years to avoid the use of
reserves.
What is an Appropriate Level of Reserves?
There have been many surveys performed by statewide finance professional
organizations and by national bond rating agencies to determine reserve levels among
local agencies, with the focus usually on General Funds. Unfortunately, the results of the
surveys, which are only as good as the level of participation among local agencies, do not
provide much information that could be used to ascertain a definitive answer to the
question of appropriate reserves policies and levels. The only conclusion one could draw
is that no one size fits all.
Some of the factors that should be considered in determining appropriate reserve levels
for a particular agency are discussed below.
Nature and Volatility of Revenues
In a city such as Santa Barbara, where the General Fund’s key revenues are tied to
consumer spending and particularly tourism and, therefore, are susceptible to economic
impacts, reserves should provide for these swings in revenues. However, in a bedroom
community that relies primarily on property taxes and fees, which historically are much
more stable, reserves to address economic impacts may not need to be as high.
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Susceptibility to Natural Disasters
In Santa Barbara, we are vulnerable to floods, earthquakes, fires and tsunamis. As such,
we are more likely at some point to need reserves to not only fund extraordinary costs to
address threats to life and property, but also to cover the potential loss of revenues. For
example, if the City sustained a major earthquake, businesses may shut down and tourists
may stop visiting the City for some extended period of time.
While virtually all cities are subject to some type of natural disaster, some are more
susceptible than others. In any case, this should certainly play a factor in developing
reserve policies.
Reserves in other Funds
An important consideration in developing reserve policies is the degree of availability of
reserves in other funds to respond to either emergencies or economic downturns. Some
agencies, including the City of Santa Barbara, accumulate funds in internal service funds
and capital funds for capital replacement. These funds, although not part of the General
Fund, are still funds that can be used at the discretion of Council for General Fund
purposes, so long as they were funded originally from General Fund sources.
In the early 2000s, the City began charging departments for vehicles in a manner
designed to fully capture the future cost of replacements. Previously, these vehicles,
including large fire apparatus such as ladder tricks and pumper trucks, were replaced on a
“pay-as-you-go” basis. The result of this internal change in funding policy led to the
accumulation of reserves applicable to General Fund departments totaling $2.5 million as
of June 30, 2011.
Although restricted to their respective funds, the City’s reserves policies also apply to
Enterprise Funds, which means that each fund has its own reserves for disasters, future
years’ budgets and capital. Moreover, the capital reserve requirements in Enterprise
Funds are considerably higher than for the General Fund because their operations are
more capital intensive. If a natural disaster were to hit the City of Santa Barbara, the
reserves in the Enterprise Funds would be available to fund emergency response activities
and repairs to the extent these costs relate to water, wastewater, airport, golf, waterfront
and downtown parking facilities.
Council Suggestions for Discussion
At the July 19, 2011 City Council meeting, Council members provided some ideas and
suggestions as to what they would like to see included a new or revised reserve policies.
They are summarized into the following themes.
-

The policies should include guidelines or “findings” for when policy reserves can be
used.
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-

The use of policy reserves should be accompanied by a plan for restoring reserves.
The policy should require regular reports to Council on the status of reserves.
Reserves should continue to be used for responding to the impacts of economic
recessions; however, such use should be better defined.
Consider the recommendations of the Infrastructure Financing Task Force in the
reserve policy discussion.
Consider reserves in other funds.
Eliminate the $1 million capital reserves.

Staff Recommendations
1. Retain Current 25% Reserve Requirement – Staff believes there is no compelling
reason to change the methodology or percentages for calculating reserve
requirements. The City is clearly vulnerable to natural disasters, as evidenced by the
major fires that have occurred nearby in just the last few years. While it’s hard to
imagine, we also have considerable exposure to tsunamis, which could cause
considerable damage to the City similar to the damage sustained in coastal cities in
Japan recently.
As discussed previously, General Fund revenues will always be affected by economic
swings. The likelihood of facing another recession like the one we just experienced is
low, but the economy clearly runs in cycles, and we will inevitably experience other
economic downturns.
2. Eliminate General Fund Capital Reserve – The $1 million capital reserve in the
General Fund has never been used. In the past, any cost overruns or unplanned
capital expenditures were funded from either current revenues or the reserve for Future
Years’ Budgets.
The effect of this recommended change would be to lower the overall reserve
requirement by $1 million in the General Fund. The existing balance in the Capital
Reserve would go to the Future Years’ Budget, thereby reducing the current overall
shortfall in that reserve account.
3. Allocate Future Budgetary Surpluses 50% to Capital and 50% to Restore Reserves –
There are two immediate funding priorities: one is to accumulate funds for future
General Fund capital improvements and replacements, and the other is to restore
reserves to a fully-funded status. Staff recommends that, in any year where there is
budgetary surplus, the surplus be allocated as follows:
• Provide for whatever additional reserves may be needed based on the growth of
the operating budget.
• Of the remaining surplus, if any, transfer 50% to a capital sinking fund, with the
remaining 50% left in the General Fund to help rebuild reserves.
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• Once the reserves have been fully funded pursuant to City policy, transfer 100%
of any remaining surplus to the capital sinking fund.
Note that this recommendation does not mean that the annual capital program would
be replaced with this recommendation. Each year, the General Fund would continue to
fund the annual capital program from current revenues. In the last several years, the
capital program has been less than $1 million. The purpose of building reserves is to
accumulate funds for larger capital projects, including the types that had been
historically funded by the Redevelopment Agency.
4. For Any Recommended Use of Policy Reserves, Require the Following:
o A status of reserve balances
o Approval by a “super” majority (at least 5 votes) of Council
o A plan for the replenishment of reserves
5. Establish a 10% Operating Reserve Requirement for Internal Service Funds –
The current reserve policies do not include Internal Service Funds (ISF’s). As a
reminder, ISF’s are designed to provide services to other departments, such as vehicle
maintenance and replacement, building maintenance, information systems, etc.
We recommend that a 10% operating reserve requirement be established for internal
service funds. The only fund where such a requirement would not be needed or
warranted is in the Vehicle Replacement Fund. Since this fund’s sole purpose is to
accumulate funds for the replacement of all rolling stock and does not have an
operating component to it, an operating reserve is not needed.
Long-Term Capital Funding
Although not included in the main discussion of reserve requirements, developing a longterm plan and specific policies for funding major capital projects is an important discussion
that needs to take place in the near future.
As previously noted, several years ago the City implemented a new funding approach for
the replacement of vehicles and other rolling stock. This has resulted in the accumulation
of reserves in the Vehicle Replacement Fund with a current balance of approximately $6
million, including funds for Enterprise Funds. Since the fund still is underfunded with
respect to longer-lived vehicles, such as fire trucks, the reserve balances will ultimately
grow in the future. However, these funds are not currently covered by any Council
adopted reserve policy.
Beyond vehicles, there are many other capital needs that may require or lend themselves
to accumulating reserves over time rather than being funded through debt. This will, thus,
result in the accumulation of a large amount of reserves over time.
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Within the next few years, as the economy improves and General Fund revenues further
recover, the City will hopefully be in a position to begin setting aside monies for capital. At
that time, staff will return to Council to discuss alternative strategies and policies to
address these unfunded capital needs, including those identified by the Infrastructure
Capital Financing Task Group.
Waterfront Capital Reserve Policies
A number of years ago, the City created by ordinance (Municipal Code Section 17.40) a
Harbor Preservation Fund (HPF) whose purpose is to accumulate funds for the
preservation and enhancement of the harbor and other Waterfront properties. The
ordinance required that funds be deposited into the HPF as available from operating
surpluses, up to a total of $5 million.
In June of 1999, the City Council adopted Resolution No. 99-066, amending Resolution
No. 95-157, in order to designate the funds accumulated in the HPF as the Waterfront’s
capital reserve. It further established a $2 million minimum balance in the HPF. Thus, the
Waterfront Department does not have a separate capital reserve as required for other
enterprise funds, but instead maintains between $2 and $5 million in the HPF.
Waterfront staff intends to evaluate its current capital policy to determine if any changes
are warranted given it has been 13 years since its adoption. Staff will bring any
recommendations to the Harbor Commission for discussion and, if necessary, bring
recommended changes to City Council.
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Resolution No. 95-157 (Reserve Policies)
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